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Abstract 
A closed:forrn solution qf both forward and reverse 

position analyses .for a 6 degree-of-freedom parallel 
mechanism of general geometry is found in this study. 
The mechanism consists of a top plate, a base, three 
PI'SP serial subchains cmnecting these two plates. 
In the position analysis, it is assumed that the first 
two prismatic joints of each of three serial subchains 
are actuated and that the last pussive prismatic joint 
of each of three subchains ure constrained to move on 
parallel to the 1-op plate, and axes of those three 
prismatic joints intersect at a common point. Then, 
the workspace variations (7f mechanism with respect 
to joint limitations are investigated. Conclusively, the 
mechanism studied in this paper has a great 
advantage over the other parallel mechanism in 
aspects of analytical simplicity. 

I. Introduction 
Parallel mechanism consists of several serial 

subchains which are constrained to each other. The 
forward position analysis of the parallel mechanism is 
quite complicated comparedl to the one for the serial 
mechanism. Therefore, lots of research efforts on the 
forward position analysis of the parallel mechanism 
have been carried out in literature. 

Behi[l] proposed a parallel manipulator(PM) 
consisting of 3-PRPS serial subchains and shows that 
three independent forward kinematics solutions can be 
obtained from three non-linear equations with three 
unknowns through numerical analysis. Kohli and 
Leer21 proposed a mechanism consisting of R-L drive 
mechanisms and shows that 32 forward kinematics 
solutions can be obtained from a 16th order 
polynomial equation. Hudgens and TesarL31 proposed 
a micro-inanil,ulator consisting a four-bar mechanisms 
with a high reduction ratio applicable to a robotic 
wrist and performs a forward kinematics analysis 
similar to the Stewart Platform mechanism. Cleary 
and Brookslil] proposed a PM consisting of all 
I-evolute joints and show that the convergence speed 
for three non- linear equations with three unknowns 
;ilipro;iches a real-time soluiion using numerical 

analysis. Alizade and Tagiyev[!S] have devised a PM 
with a drive mechanism composed of three SP links 
mounted on moving sliders and solved for 11 forward 
kinematics solutions from nine non-linear equations. 
Tsai and Tahmasebi[G] developed a hybrid 
serial/parallel manipulator mechanism which can be 
described by nine 8th order polynomials with nine 
unknowns, resulting in a maximum of 16 forward 
kinematics solution. 

As can be seen in the above, most of the parallel 
mechanism do not have the cllosed form solution of 
forward position analysis. Therefore, its computational 
burden and its numerical error may cause undesirable 
effects on the real time operat:ion of the mechanism. 
To cope with the problem of the parallel mechanisms 
caused by not having a closed-form forward position 
solution, a method of attaching extra sensors to the 
mechanism is suggested.[71 Hiowever, due to spatial 
limitation such as mechanical interference, inadequate 
locations of sensor attachment and accumulated 
sensing errors, the method is not effective, so is not 
used frequently. 

In tbe previous study[8], a closed-form forward 
position solution of the 6 DOF 3--PPSP type parallel 
mechanism is described. The solution is valid to the 
mechanism which has a symmetric system 
parameters. However, in real ha:rdware implementation, 
the me1:hanism does not maintain the symmetric 
system parameters perfectly. Therefore, the closed 
form of forward position solution of the mechanism of 
general geometry should be found to minimize 
computation. Therefore, in this paper, we suggest a 
closed-form forward position solution for the 3-PPSP 
type 6 I)OF parallel mechanism of general geometry. 

This paper is summarized as follows; firstly, reverse 
position solution and forward position solution of the 
3-PPSP parallel mechanism in closed-form are 
derived. Lastly, the workspace size of the mechanism 
is investigated when maximum allowable rotational 
displacernent of the three spherical joints and 
maximum allowable linear displacement of the three 
passive ,joints are specified. 
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IT. Position Analysis of the Mechanism 
The 6 DOF 3-PPSP PM illustrated in Fig. 1, 

consists of a platform and a base which are linked by 
three serial subchains. Each of three 6 DOF serial 
subchains is composed of two active prismatic joints 
( pp)  joined perpendicularly, a spherical joint( SI, and 
a passive prismatic joint( p )  on the top plate. 

fa Vertical Prismatic Joint 

Horizontal Prismabc Joint 

Fig. 1 The 6-DOF 3-PPSP parallel mechanism 

The mobility of the mechanism is found to be 6 
using the Grubler's mobility( M )  equation as 

M = d ( n - g - l ) +  (1) 

where d ,  n ,  g and fj represents the order of screw 
system, number of links including the base, number of 
joint and number of degrees of freedom for j t h  joint, 
respectively. As seen in Fig. I, there are eleven 
links( n = 11 ) and twelve joints( g= 12 ) in the device. 
Note that d is 6 since the mechanism is a spatial 
device. Substituting these values into eq.(l), the 
resulting mobility of the PM is found to be 6 .  

2.1 Description of the Mechanism 
Frames ( % b ,  Yb. zb) and ( xp. ys ,  2,) represents a 

base frame and an output frame fixed at a point 
where the axes of three passive prismatic joints 
intersect, respectively as shown in Fig. 2. Let's 
denote the input vector of the mechanism as 

d = [  idi idz zdi zdz 3di  & I T  (2) 

where id, denotes the j f h  prismatic joint variable of 

serial subchain. And we denote the output 
position vector of the mechanism as 
P,= [ P,  P ,  f",] '. It can be noted that the 

output position is the common intersection point of 
those three passive prismatic joint axes. And let the 
output orientation of the mechanism be represented by 
the following x-y-z Euler angle notation 

i th 

Fig. 2 Diagram for inverse kinematics 

This matrix represents the direction cosine of the top 
frame unit vectors with respect to the base frame unit 
vectors and for simplicity, its elements are denoted as 

Therefore, the output vector of the mechanism is 
written as, 

E, = [Pa  P, P,, Q P rl (5) 
Geometric description of the whole mechanism can 

be represented by one of subchains of the PM and 
Denavit-Hartenberg link parameters for the PPSP 
serial subchain in Fig. 3 is summarized in Table 1. 
Note that twist angles( 0", go", 90") and revolute joint 
variables( 03,  04, 85 1 are used to denote the ball and 
socket joint in Table 1. 

Table 1. DH link parameter of PPSP serial subchain 

I I 

0 CYt 
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respectively. Therefore, the following equation holds 

[ ,R:I = [ ZRZl[ ,m ,@I (11) 

Arranging ea. (11) with respect to [,R:] gives 

Fig. 3 Kinematic model of a PPSP serial subchain 

2.2 Inverse Position Anallysis 
Denote [,R:] and iP,, as a rotational matrix and 

the local position vector from the origin of the base 
frame of the i'h serial subchain to the origin of the 
6'h local frame, respectively. From Table 1, the 

homogeneous transformation matrix from the base 
frame to the output frame can be written as 

iTb, = iTf, ic ,G i'z 2c ic. (6) 

From eq. (6) ,  iP,, and [,I?!] can be found 
directly as below 

iP, = [ id6 i ~ 3  E ~ 2  ,d2 - idf; ic4 id1 - ids is3 (7) 

[ iR!,I r iC3 ic4 is2 $3 iC5 - $3 ;C4 $5 iC3 $5 
is4 $5 - is4 $5 - iC4 

- is3 2c4 &5+ ic3 is5 ZC3 ic5+ $3 ic4 is5 - is3 is4 

-th 

I 
where isj= sin i ~ j  and icj= cos io,. Note that the 

rotation matrix from the reference frame to the z 
local base frame is written as 

[ iRiI = Rot( Zb. i Y b )  = S i l 'b  , (i=1,2,3) 
[ c; ---;-h 3 

(9) 
and that the rotational matrix from the 6" local 
frame of the ith serial subchain to the output frame 
fixed to the top plate is written as 

In eq. (9) and (lo), ,Yb and zyl, represent the offset 

rotational angle about the axes zb and Z p ,  

From eq. (9) and eq. (12), 03, t14, O5 can be found as 
follows 

i o 3  = utunZ( - iY33, iT.13) (13) 
io4 = utunZ( zY13/ ic1, - iT-23) (14) 

28s = atan;! ( - ir,z, Zl'Zl) (15) 
It can be noted that since &#O for real spherical 

joints, can always be obtained from eq. (14). 

P,= Phi+ ipoc (16) 

where i P o c = [  iR3{ #,,} (17) 

and Pb,i represents the absolute position vector from 
the origin of the reference frame to the origin of the 
local base frame of the i" serial subchain. 
Substituting eq. (8)  into eq. (16) gives 

The output position vector can be written as 

Eq. (18) with respect to unknown inpiit variables is 
arranged as below 

Finally, from eq. (9) and (19;l, desired input joint 
vectors can be found as 

D 

(20) 

2.3 Forward Position Analysis 
In this section, a closed form forward position 

solution of the 3-PPSP type 6 DOF parallel 
mechanism of general geometry shown in Fig. 4 is 
derived. Forward position analysis finds the 
positiodorientation of the platfoim of the mechanism 
when the input joint variables ;are specified. 
Assuming that displacements of two active prismatic 
joints o-F each serial subchain are measured, the 
position vector from the origin of the base frame to 
the point Pi (for z =  1,2,3 ), representing the center 
position of three spherical joints, can be found as 

pi= Phi+ Idl ,d2 $2, ( i '=l92,3)  (23) 
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where jz,= [ iRz][ [ 81 (24) 

(25) 

and from Fig. 5, it can be easily seen that 
el = el,+ ell. (31) 

(32) rz2 + Y 3 2  - 2 r2 r3 c423 = e3 
In eqn. (30), p23 represents the distance between 

point Pz and P3. After obtaining eq. (34) by 
inserting eq. (28) and (29) into (32) 

p12p13c423 so 6 
14 11 

PlZ 2 2 P‘,,=(x) s 8 , , + ( ~ ) 2 s 2 8 , , - 2  s*12s431 
(33) 

we insert eq. (33) into the following eq. (34) and use 
eqs. (35H37) 

se1,= s(ol - ell) = selcoll- colsell (34) 

S2el1= 

C2el1= 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

1 - C 2 e l l  

2 
1 + c241 

2 
S 2 4 l  

pz 
Fig. 4 Diagram for forward kinematic analysis s81lC41= 2 

to obtain As shown in Fig. 4, the triangle which are formed 
bv connecting these three points PI  Pz, P3 is Ac2011+ Bs2811= C (38) 

where 
aligned with the top plate on which three passive 
prismatic joints are constrained to move. Denote the A = ~ (  e2 s 2 ~ 1 - ~ 2 8 1  )--- e3 p12p13cfi23 
angles LP1P,P2, LP2P,P3, and LP3P,Pl as s 412 S 2 4 3 1  sh s431  

(39) 

B=-(1”12 )2se1c81 - 54 (40) 

&,  GZ3, and (031, respectively. Also, denote the 

position vectors from point P,  to P, ( i= 1 ,2 ,3  ) p12p13c4Z3 
S412 s412s431 

and its magnitudes as r i  and rI, respectively. And 
denote the angles LP,PIPz and LPCP1P3 as 81, 

and 1 3 ~ 1 .  
Using the law of sine, the following relations can 

be found, 

(26) 

(27) 

and from these two eqns., r2 and r3 can be 
obtained as 

(28) 

(29) 

where P12 and P13 represents the distance between 
point PI and P2,  PI and P3,  respectively. 

On the other hand, using the law of cosine, an 
angle 8, which represents an angle LP2P1P3 can 
be found as 

From eq. (381, ell can be found as 

and 01, can be obtained from eq. (31) 

el,= o1 - oil. (43) 
Therefore, r2 and r3 can be found from eq. (28) 
and (29), and r1 can be obtained as follows from eq. 

(44) P I 2  

S412 
(26): rl==__ ~021 

Note that in eq. (441, the following fact is used 
021= r- 412-  01, (45) 

The position vectors from the point P,  to P, 
( i= 1 , 2  ), rl and 7 - 2 ,  are expressed as 

rl  = PI - P ,  (46) 

r z=  P , -  P,. (47) 

Using the fact that the vector r l X  r2 parallels to 

z ^ t ,  the following relation can be written 
(30) e3 -k e2 - e3 

2P1Zp13 ’ 
B1 = acos 
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(48) 

where r l x  ~2 is found from eqs. (46) and (471, 
(Pl ,  - P2JY + (Pzy- PlJZ + P l y  PZZ - PlZP2, 

7-1  T-2 = (PLz- P&+ (PIx- P&+ PlzPzx- PlxPzz 
( PI, - P& + (Pz,- PlJY + Pl&y - PlvpZ, 

(49) 
I 

Eq. (48) can be arranged with respect to x, y,  2 as 
below, 

where 
k,x+ kzy+ k3z+ k4 = 0 (50) 

and from this eq. cy and p can be found as follows, 
cy = atan2(-zn, Z,?) (67) 
p = atan2(z,l, \Iz",z.",) (68) 

Also, rotational output displacement 7 can be found 
using the following relation 

(69) 
A 

r l = - Y 1  x , = P 1 - R t  
as below 
y= a t ~ : ~ 2 (  CCY( PlY-y) + SU(P~, - -  z), (Pix-  XI/ CP) (70) 

III. Workspace Variation with respect to Joint 
Limitation 

Translational and rotational workspaces of the 
3-PPSP PM are presented in the previous studyi81. 
In this paper we consider workspace variation with 
respect to the joint limitations. 

3.1 Maximum Allowable Displacement of Spherical 
Joint 

Assuming that maximum allowable displacements of 
spherical joints of the mechanism 1s set to 4=, the 
workspace size of the mechanism is investigated. 
Define dSL to be the angle between the motion plane 
of the two active prismatic joints and the axes of the 
joining passive prismatic joint. Then 4z can be 
found as 

when the top plate is in some position. In eq. (711, 
i2j represents an unit vector along z direction of 

the j t h  local frame of the zth serial subchain. 
Fig. 5(a) represents the plot showing the rotational 

range in the CY-p plane for the fixed values of 

P,=R,P,=O, P,=O and r=O" but when 4- 
The vector perpendicular to the top plate in upward is varied as 30", 60". go", respectively. 

direction can be found as 
zt= ( P z -  

Ztl = 

where 

ZIL = 

A 

Furthei-, z can be expressed from eq. (62) as (a) in the cl.-p plane (b) in the x-y plane 

Fig. 5 Workspace variation w.r.t. the maximum 
rotational angle of spherical joint 
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Fig. 5(b) represents the case showing the translational 
workspace for the fixed values of a= p= r=O" and 
P,,=O, but when d,,, is varies within the range 

of O " < ~ , m < 9 0 " .  As a results, it can be inferred that 

the limitation of maximum allowable angle( of 
spherical joint does not affect the translational 
workspace but it has significant effect on the 
rotational workspace. 

3.2 Maximum Allowable Linear Displacement of 
Passive Prismatic Joint 

Fig. 6(a) represents the rotational workspace in the 
cy-  /3 plane for the fixed value of 

P,=R, P,=O,P,=O and y=O", but when 

maximum stroke length of the prismatic joints dl, 
is varied as  0.1 to 0.5. Fig. 6(b) represents the 
translational workspace in the x - y  plane for the 
fixed values of a= B= y=O" and P,=O, but when 

maximum stroke length of the prismatic joints dl, 
is varied as  0.1.0.2 and 0.3. 

%- h 
4% 11, ; ;, i I, I, ;, 

(a) L Y - ~  in the plane (b) in the x - y  plane 
Fig. 6 Workspace variation w.r.t the maximum 

stroke of passive prismatic joint 

From these two plots, when the maximum stroke 
length of the prismatic joints dl,, is taken into 
considerations, the size of the rotational workspace is 
more significantly affected than the size of 
translational workspace. 

VI. Conclusions 
In this study, the closed form of forward position 

solution of the 3-PPSP 6 DOF parallel mechanism of 
general geometry is derived. Then, the size and 
shape of the translational/rotational workspace of the 
mechanism with respect to the spherical and the 
passive prismatic joint limitations are investigated. 
Particularly, noting that the 3-PPSP parallel 
mechanism has a complete analytical position solution 
and can be very effectively used in real time 
operation by significantly reducing computational 
burden. Currently, a prototype of the 3-PPSP 
mechanism is now completed and its performance test 

is undergoing. 
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